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Analyzing customer needs and overcoming challenging obstacles. Consistently 
exceed challenging sales objectives and contribute to business growth and revenue 
generation. Well-regarded problem-solving skills; demonstrated proactive mind-set, 
resulting in better communication, higher productivity and fewer problems.

EXPERIENCE

Mortgage Loan Coordinator
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2007

 Responded to e-mails and kept a strict contact log detailing daily 
points of contact with clients.

 Communicated with customers to identify their individual needs and 
financial background/standing; recommended loan packages 
according to their specifications.

 Collaborated with Processing Staff to ensure accurate and timely 
application processing in order to maintain a high standard of 
customer satisfaction.

 Created an extensive network of title and appraisal companies 
nationwide by cultivating and fostering solid business relationships.

 Performed troubleshooting activities in collaboration with Lenders in 
order to identify and effectively resolve all loan issues.

 Assisted in conducting training for Loan Officers on programs, selling 
and running approvals.

 Continuously achieved challenging individual and team sales quotas.

Loan Coordinator 
Midwest Equity Mortgage - 2000 – 2003

 Review file from the beginning for entirety of ite,s needed to press 
loan.

 Inform loan office of what is missing.
 Calculate income.
 Review title appraisal and income documents.
 Provide administrative support to the lending department by ensuring

the timely and accurate processing of consumer loans.
 Answer telephones promptly and courteously assist clients and 

employees throughout the organization.
 Assist loan officers in file preparation for closing by ordering titles; 

verifying accuracy; and resolve issues..
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EDUCATION

 Bachelor of Arts in Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Management - 
(MERCYHURST COLLEGE - Erie, PA)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Customer Service, Operations Management, Inventory.
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